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Maria Cordero commands the Arena of Stars with a
comedy show this June
The Macanese Entertainer presents an evening of fun and jokes with
Her Friends
Genting Highlands, 1 March 2019 – Prepare yourself for an evening of amusement and laugher
as Macau’s premier entertainment superstar Maria Cordero returns once again to the Arena of
Stars stage. And this time she has brought a few friends, as she prepares to deliver an evening
of jokes and music in the upcoming Maria Cordero & Friends Comedy Show Live in Genting on 1
June 2019.
Known affectionately as Fat Mama, Maria Cordero is a Macanese tour de force that has also
become a musical/entertainment star in neighbouring Hong Kong. A familiar sight in Resorts
World Genting – where she has performed numerous times over the years – Cordero’s
Portuguese-Chinese heritage imbue her with powerful vocals and a sparkling wit that has
captivated many an audience since 1985. Known for her signature tunes, including Wasted
Breath, The Light of Friendship, Full of Hope and Mama, I Love You, Cordero’s talents extend
beyond music, having acted in several movies and serving as a well-known TV and radio host.
She is also an accomplished comedian, and it is this skill that she will showcase at the Arena of
Stars in June…. with the help of a few good friends who will join her on stage.
Her line-up of friends this time includes Li Lai Ha, Wayne Lai and Louis Yuen. Li, known by her
stage name Black Girl, is a famed Hong Kong singer who has partnered with Cordero in concerts
and on a joint album, featuring the duet Single Woman. Wayne Lai will be no stranger to
Malaysian audiences, having acted in numerous Hong Kong films and award-winning TV
dramas. Actor Louis Yuen will also be a familiar sight, known for his acting roles in drama series
such as Heart and Greed and his amazing celebrity impersonation skills.
Tickets for Maria Cordero & Friends Comedy Show Live in Genting are now on sale for 1 June
2019, priced at PS1 (RM350), RM300 (PS2), RM250 (PS3) and RM200 (PS4). An additional
processing fee of RM4.00 applies. GRC (Genting Rewards Card) members enjoy a standard 10%
discount via cash, credit card or Genting Points redemption, applicable for PS1, PS2 and PS3
tickets only.

For more information, visit www.rwgenting.com or call +603-2718 1118.
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